[Quantitative analysis of vascular network of oculogyric nerve nuclei].
Nuclei of oculogyric nerves (principal oculomotor nucleus, trochlear nucleus and abducens nucleus) are densely vascularized brainstem structures. The aim of this study was to determine quantitative characteristics of the vascular network of these nuclei. The study was done on 30 adult brainstems, both male and female, without diagnosed neurological disturbances. Three-millimetre-thick stratums were taken in transversal plane and cut in 0.3 micrometer semi-serial sections stained with Mallory method. The images of studied nuclei were taken with "Leica" DM 1000 microscope and "Leica" EC3 digital camera under 400x magnification, and analyzed by ImageJ software with A 100 grid. The statistical analysis was performed by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software with 5% level of significance. A statistically significant difference was found in the volume and surface density between principal oculomotor nucleus and trochlear nucleus, and between trochlear nucleus and abducens nucleus. No difference was found in the length density. The results of this research match the results of studies on characteristics of vascular network of oculogyric nerve nuclei, while the comparison of vascular networks of these nuclei, substantia nigra, vestibulocochlear nuclei and precentral gyrus illustrates differences in quantitative characteristics of blood vessels in these structures. Blood vessels of principal oculomotor nucleus and abducens nucleus have similar dimensions and approximately the same arborization pattern, while vessels of trochlear nucleus have significantly smaller dimensions and density.